BEHAVOIURAL ECONOMICS: THEORY AND PRACTICE
Introduction
The discourse of the present work was outlined in the current phenomena on
the world stage. These phenomena generated significant debates in the academic
world in respect of the adequacy of the economic behaviour analysis to reality
patterns. The study represented an attempt to identify theoretical elements that are
underpinning this branch of economics, with all the elements they incorporate and
train. The study was also an attempt to see whether the explanations advanced by the
theorists of behavioural economics reflect and relate to practical reality.
The aim of this work was the theoretical and practical study of behavioural
economics in order to achieve the identification, analysis and description of how this
area could provide a more realistic study of the economic behaviour. The used
method of research was predominantly qualitative, but it was also combined with
quantitative elements.
Generally, Kuhn describes how theories develop from a so-called pseudo
scientific status to a normal one. In the process, in times of crisis, issues which have
the potential to evolve are emerging. Even if it is not the case for behavioural
economics, specialists are interested in studying new directions in their science in
order to improve, enhance or even replace the standard models.

I. Economic behaviour - form of human action and object of study in
economics
The central objective of the first chapter was to provide a basic picture of
how people act on the market, including by reference to the totality of human
manifestations. We started from the essence of the discipline, given the current
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context in which more and more voices argue that the individual is not endowed with
qualities that are assigned to him by the traditional analysis.
Although there is no universally accepted definition of economic science, in
general, we could say that its purpose is to understand and explain as much as
possible the way actions and market phenomena occur in reality. However, what
must be considered is that the analysis concerns only the conscious and deliberate
actions directed toward a specific purpose, which produce a particular outcome.
The way in which economists relate to their science ultimately reflects on
understanding and explaining the economic behaviour.
Particular importance was given to the determinants of economic
behaviour. In general, they are grouped into two categories: external (related to the
context in which man operates, as the economic, demographic, socio-cultural,
religious, institutional factors, etc.) and internal (related to the psychic, as
personality, motivation, learning, attitude, etc.). However, most influences taken
from the environment are internalized, having some importance and meaning. The
behavioural determinants do not act in isolation but form a true network, where
each has a different degree of importance in various points in time. In addition, all
elements of the environment in which the individual exists (economic, social,
cultural, etc.) influence each other, the bonds that form between them being
indissoluble.
The analysis in this section has paid particular attention to the contributions
of psychology and sociology. The attempt has allowed a further investigation of the
extent to which a multidisciplinary approach may be a support point to improve the
theory as well as the degree to which behavioural economics represents a novel
approach.
Firstly, we insisted on presenting the neoclassical model which, until now, is
predominant in academia. In order to work with mathematical modelling, the
neoclassic economists assumed that the decision is objective and that the man is
rational and perfectly informed. He is also guided only by self-interest. The
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individual follows its own utility function, that he wants to maximize, being in this
respect capable to mentally calculate and compare.
Living in communities, however, the man is always subject to pressures from
others and from the institutional norms that are formed in this context. Recognizing
the importance of social forces, Gary Becker considered that an important step in the
development of the neoclassical theory is to incorporate in utility functions the
changes that occur on the stocks of human capital. Then individual personality is
complex and much of his behaviour is learned, process which helps to prioritize
tasks. One obvious way in which psychological forces occurred in economics was
related to motivation. Their integration was quite easy due to the synonymy between
reasons and needs. In addition to the monetary gain, actions can also have intrinsic
reasons that sometimes are not accurately realized, as the moral or aesthetic ones.

II. Behavioural economics - a multidisciplinary approach in economics
The next chapter aims to answer the question: “What is this domain and how
did it shaped as a distinct area of research?”. In recent decades, the utility
maximization model was more often the subject of substantial criticism. The
discussions mainly focused on how much does the neoclassical theory explains the
way in which people choose to act and to allocate their resources in different market
situations and whether some of its assumptions are rather rooted in analysis and less
validated by experience. For example, there are a large number of empirical
anomalies that cannot be explained by mainstream theory, among the best known
are: the preferences reversal, the framing effect, the endowment effect, the loss and
risk aversion, etc. Behavioural economics seeks to answer to some of the criticisms
by considering a broader analysis in the study of economic phenomena.
Also known as “psychology and economics”, the domain is often wrongly
associated with the one of experimental economics. This is mainly due to the use of
laboratory experiments. However, the method is not a fundamental method of the
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behavioural economics research, but only an ancillary one. Although, at a first
glance it would seem that its exponents intend to merge the two social sciences, it
would be fairer to talk of a reunification. The last term is relevant because of the
tumultuous relationship that existed between economics and psychology throughout
history. While many economists have called on psychological dimensions of human
experience to explain economic behaviour, there was a strong tendency to remove
psychology from the analysis in time, particularly among the neoclassical
economists. Within the area there are three main guiding themes represented by
bounded interest, bounded rationality and bounded will.
An important place in the analysis was occupied by the presentation of the
concept of bounded rationality, developed primarily by Simon. The central thesis of
this theory (which is not synonymous with irrationality in the narrower sense) is that,
given a limited knowledge which is specific to current situations in which
individuals’ act (including through the reduced capacity to process information),
decision-making strategies are different from those found in the case of complete
knowledge, to which the neoclassical model refers. In these circumstances the
economic agent, rather than to maximize, tries to satisfy and aims to reach a certain
level of aspirations which is good enough. His goal is not to achieve the superlative
and to make the “best” possible, but simply to obtain a “better”.
Studies have shown that in the complex decision making process individuals
often resort to certain cognitive shortcuts, known as heuristics. They increase the
probability of successfully performing a task, especially because they reduce the
deliberation time, but can cause biases. The concept of bias refers here to the
deviations of the human behaviour from the assumptions of the neoclassical theory.

III. A comprehensive vision on choice theory
In this chapter we intend to briefly respond to the question “What does the
subject bring new into the economic analysis?”.
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Firstly, the integration of emotions in the analysis was intended. In standard
economic theory, the assumption of rationality makes the aim of utility maximizing
to be strictly cognitive, guided only by accurate and formal-logical thinking.
Although many psychologists argue that emotions are not always disruptive, but an
ally of rationality, the discussions about their role are not recent. They draw their
origin from the formalization of the key economic concept of utility. In the
behavioural economics literature there are obvious contradictions on how emotions
can be included in the analysis, by recognition or denial of the maximizing
hypothesis, and whether or not they can be anticipated.
Secondly, alternative conceptions of understanding choice under risk and
uncertainty were analyzed. The anomalies concerning the expected utility theory
have led to a series of new theories. The most popular is the prospect theory
developed by Kahneman and Tversky. In this descriptive model, the decision process
consists of two phases: one of editing and one of evaluation. By the way in which
they define the value function (according to how any results, positive or negative,
can be interpreted as a gain or loss, depending on the reference point, and the
asymmetry between gains and losses), the evaluation of alternatives falls under the
incidence of the subjective psychic forces, the expectations shaped by beliefs and
values and the context-dependent preferences. However, the authors do not
completely abandon the maximizer objective, because it is further assumed that the
individual will choose the alternative that offers the highest value.
Regarding the inter-temporal choice, recent studies conducted by
behavioural economists have shown that people have a strong tendency to reverse
preferences. In addition, psychological research suggests that the inclination of
individuals to pursue short-term gratification persists in the future. The dynamic
inconsistency is in contradiction with the long-term stability of preferences. The
discount rate cannot be maintained constant because it reduces proportionally as the
access time of the option increases. Here, the behavioural economists deepen the
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ideas promoted by the Austrians. They also tried to bring into question the personal
inter-temporal preference factors supported by Fisher.
Another area of great interest is related to the way in which an action may be
influenced by the manner in which the individual relates to others. The exponents of
the domain try to determine the extent to which social influences are reflected
directly on utility and market decisions. They intend to establish whether individuals
are affected by the overall allocation of rewards among the members of a group,
which in the literature is referred to as the alternative hypothesis of social
preferences. It is worth mentioning that the manner in which the individual reports
to his peers requires both positive preferences (such as altruism or benevolence) and
negative preferences (such as hate or envy). Both forms may cause an increase in
the earnings of the individual psyche.

IV. Behavioural economics - between psychological realism and
abstract formalism
The fourth chapter highlighted both the weaknesses and strengths of the
traditional model and investigated how a theory which aims to be objective can be
shaped through the representation of subjective human actions.
The main and most disputed feature of the homo oeconomicus model is the
one of perfect rationality. The individual is endowed by nature with a rational
principle that makes him unique and differentiates him from the animal world. Or,
what the economists understand through rationality is estranged of the strict sense of
the concept. The utility maximization is problematic because it can simply be
defined by desire or pleasure, concepts which do not necessarily involve logic
judgments or strictly quantifiable sizes. Additionally, some cognitive limitations and
social influences are encountered.
Another attribute widely discussed is the prevalence of self-interest. From
the perspective of rational choice theory pro-social behaviour was explained as being
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based on the benefits that people derive from charitable actions, such as the warm
glow effect that offers a selfish motivation. At the opposite pole generosity stands
out, the action being based on an interest in improving the welfare of others. As with
rationality, however, selfishness or altruism cannot be “pure” concepts and the
actions fluctuate between two limits: egoism - altruism.
Unlike natural sciences in which man is only an observer, in the social ones
he is the subject and object of the analysis. Economic action, as part of the human
one, is a manifestation of the individual's particular psychological structures, under
complex and diverse external environment. Thus, both its course and interpretation
are always marked by subjectivity. Experience directs the human action and helps
researchers, but thinking can lead to knowledge. Human behaviour cannot be
explained by a simple methodological monism, because it would promote
incomplete explanations.
The methodological debate extends on the reasons by which a theory should
be constructed: induction or deduction. Although not conducted in a proper physical
laboratory, the neoclassical modelling is a “mental experiment” - the economists
imagine a fictional subject which acts in certain directions when one element
changes. However, the explicit inclusion of the technique has raised numerous
objections. Although the tool is useful in the static analysis of a limited number of
variables, the generated findings have a quite limited practical applicability. In
addition, because they infer the context and are aware that their actions are
monitored and analyzed, individuals tend to be more cautious and rather behave in a
generally accepted manner.
The approach proposed by the behavioural economics is not easy to
accomplish given that economics and psychology have traditionally adopted
different methodological approaches. On the one hand, experience-based
knowledge specific to psychology assumes the observation of particular specimens,
hypothesis testing and construction of generalities based on the findings, using in
this process especially the induction. On the other hand, by the prevalence of homo
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oeconomicus, economists have adopted as their main source of knowledge the
rationalism, preferring mathematical formalism and appealing particularly to
deduction.

V. Applications of behavioural economics
In the last chapter we tried to emphasize how specialists propose the
integration of theoretical concepts in practice and we ran a series of empirical
analyzes that focused on the consumer behaviour.
Of particular importance is how the domain can help the formulation of
public policies. Here, the focus is mainly on the eternal debate between
interventionism and liberalism, especially by promoting the concept of libertarian
paternalism. Although the policy is a mild form of state involvement in economy,
bounded rationality rather supports the idea of a minimal government, governors
being themselves individuals affected by emotions, social influences or cognitive
biases. This argument is particularly strengthened by the fact that the market offers
incentives, motivations and error correction tools which are cheaper and more
efficient.
Regarding law and economics, the domain is sensitive because it involves
the need for an objective vision, especially since the events are analyzed from an exante perspective. Regarding the economic activities, a strong role is played by the
standards of value accepted as general, which are reference points in labelling some
behaviours as illicit. In this case, the best response to the bounded rationality is given
generally by the free market system.
Then we pointed out that one of the key findings highlighted by the outbreak
of the recent financial crisis has been that individuals are not as rational as it is clear
from orthodox theory. An important role in shaping this event was played by the
psychological forces, among the most important ones being: optimistic - pessimistic
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attitudes, cognitive biases, inability to anticipate the future with historical data,
preferences for present gains and cognitive dissonance.
We also emphasized that the neuroeconomists grant a great importance to
automated processes, over which the individual has limited control. For example,
Paul Zak has showed that oxytocin causes people to cooperate and to be generous.
Although these processes are automated and fast, they only predispose to certain
behaviours. The conflicting results of studies, however, have pointed out that the
molecule’ influences can depend on personal characteristics or specific
circumstances.
In the case studies we analyzed the relationship between consumption and
income, and we highlighted a few shortcomings of using these techniques. In
Romania's case, the evidence suggested that the disposable income is a determining
cause of the monetary consumption as a whole, and of the non-food and service
consumption on the long term. In the short term, however, the influence of income
on these types of consumption was found insignificant. The adjustment is made in
year periods rather than decades. This could mean that individuals tend to maintain
their purchasing habits for more time. Although this evidence requires additional
research, it can be particularly important when aiming at short-term policy
formulation. Regarding the panel study, the long-term relationship between
consumption and income was found significant for low and high income countries,
but not for the middle-income group. Here, the tests results reported a combined
interpretation, which could be interpreted as an artefact of the method. It should be
noted that the analysis were conducted in caeteris paribus condition and many other
influence determinants were eliminated.

Conclusions
The fundamental idea from which the study left is the question: “Can
behavioural economics improve the explanatory power of the economic theory of
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choice by providing a more realistic basis?”. Although there are voices claiming
that behavioural economics as a whole can provide a different perspective of the
neoclassical theory, the assumption is only partly true. This is due mainly to the fact
that the research is divided into multiple branches.
A first perspective is evidenced mainly by the writings of Simon and Katona,
who founded the field. Their ideas constitute the old behavioural economics, which
clearly distinguishes from the neoclassical approach. In this area we consider that
behavioural economics fulfils its purpose of adding a touch of realism, by including
in the analysis the psychological variables, offering different alternatives
explanations and advocating for empirical validity.
Then, the modern approaches that form the new behavioural economics
were largely removed from the line imposed by the ancestors, embracing the safe
way of mainstream.
At the opposite pole lies the category of researchers which continue the
work of the neoclassic economists and try to expand it by incorporating new
variables in the analysis. The approach is not novel as the best known example
could be found at Gary Becker. However, noteworthy is that in this framework the
optimal constraint, which is recognized as a fundamental methodological principle,
is further promoted. We believe that on this track an addition of realism is not
reached. In addition, emotional and social influences were included and addressed
separately and not in a unified representation.
Between these two approaches somewhat extreme, a middle perspective
interposes. The anomalies, promoted especially by Thaler and the prospect theory,
developed by Kahneman and Tversky, can be classified in this category. We believe
that the authors have pioneered a research direction which lies on the border between
neoclassical theory and a heterodox direction. Therefore, we believe that some
necessary realism is added partially, but not sufficient. It is possibly that this
compromise affects the evolution of economic science, in particular by maintaining a
quantitative approach of utility.
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In addition, many other theorists were vehement critics of the standard
theory and have advanced similar explanations. We believe that the economic
science can improve its explanatory basis by reconsidering the ideas of these
economists. In this respect, we mention only the contributions of the Austrian School
(which admitted the subjectivity of choice and the individual freedom to build the
future), and of the Institutional School (which claimed that by creating rules society
influences individual behaviour).
Faced with the mainstream approaches, one can identify two conclusions.
First, when identifying anomalies, when advocating for a return to the period in
which economists resorted to psychological concepts to strengthen theories and
when explaining why the actions do not respect the canons set by neoclassical
economists, the behavioural economists differ from the standard perspective and
their work is outstanding. Second, when they propose alternative models they cannot
completely detach themselves from this rigid frame. We believe that if the
representatives of this branch of research want to achieve their primary purpose - to
provide a more realistic analysis - they must move away from the traditional model,
and in the methodology, they must keep a more sceptical perspective when using the
experiment and induction1.
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